1. A UFO photograph (Only REAL ones will be accepted) [3 pts.]
2. A bale of hay [20 pts.]
3. Oprah Winfrey ticket [7 pts.]
4. Homemade rock candy on a #2 pencil [5 pts.]
5. A piece of papyrus [5 pts.]
6. A real fire hydrant [35 pts.]
7. A sea urchin (less credit for shell only) [7 or 3 pts.]
8. An empty bathtub with an adult in it (tub must be over 4’ long, the adult can be as short as you wish) [25 pts. +20 if person is taking a bubble bath]*
9. A toilet float [1 pts.]
10. A pair of sequined cat-eye glasses (beehive hairdo optional) [7 pts.]
11. A stringless tennis racket (maybe that’s what’s wrong with your game) [5 pts.]
12. A Canadian "Happy Meal" (trust us, there is a McDifference!) [40 pts.]
13. A pint of blood given to United Blood Services in Hutch Court on Sat. May 14th from 11:00-3:00. Each team is limited to 20 pints, any person may give and the points counted towards a team of their choice. Our representative will be there to assist in recording pts. accumulated and to hold everyone's hand. Come on folks--this one benefits more than just your score! [25 each]
14. Snowshoes [7 pts.]
15. A menu (or ashtray) from The 95th [10 pts.]
16. A styrofoam cup completely turned inside out (ie unbroken and unrippled) [15 pts.]
17. A Metra trainman's cap [20 pts.]
18. A whole coconut or royal palm frond [15 pts.]
19. A marriage license from Indiana. [20 pts.]
20. An Amish product which must be clearly labeled [15 pts.]
21. Post card of the Soo Locks [50 pts.]
22. Mistletoe [10 pts.]
23. A Hawaiian or Virgin Island license plate [25 pts.]
24. A whole (roots, trunk and up) live deciduous tree [20 pts.]
25. Spanish moss [10 pts.]
26. A lemon soufflée [15 pts.]
27. A Masonic apron [10 pts.]
28. A white rock [1 pts.]
29. A corundum crystal [5 pts.]
30. An official (such as a U.S.) passport stamped as leaving or entering the U.S. on May 13th or 14th. 1988 (no
forgeries will be accepted) [75 pts.]

31. A full set of Canadian coinage with all denominations under a dollar [20 pts.]
32. 5 different, yet current ('88) presidential campaign buttons [7 pts.]
33. A squid (They make good pets) [10 pts. or 25 pts. if alive]
34. A snow ball (Drive north, Fast.) (at least 4' in diameter) (Keep it cold! If it melts, tough.) [7 pts.]
35. A live ferret, skunk or porcupine [15 pts.]
36. A talking bird (must talk to the judge!) [25 pts.]
37. A Board of Trade trader's smock with a firm's ID badge [35 pts.]
38. A pound of Mackinac Island Fudge [30 pts.]
39. A live elephant [750 pts.]*
40. A horse drawn carriage (to go with your elephant!) [100 pts.]
   --pony carts [75 pts.]
41. A waxed Cub's drink cup [5 pts.]
42. A pair of jodhpurs (must be modeled) [7 pts.]
43. A Mackinac Bridge Toll receipt [50 pts.]
44. A bushel of fresh grass clippings (in a bushel basket) [15 pts.]
45. A photo copy of the title page from the 1st PhD dissertation from the U of C [10 pts.]
46. A Money Network deposit envelope ('your wish is granted!') [7 pts.]
47. A double coconut [10 pts.]
48. A TWA Student Discount Card [20 pts.]
49. A non U of C parking ticket [20 pts.]
50. A picture of Mike Royko taken this weekend (le date must be incorporated into the photo--e.g. the front page of a newspaper!) [250 pts.]
51. A candle mold [7 pts.]
52. An A and O Film poster [10 pts.]
53. A quick sketch of the Alice Millar Chapel [7 pts.]
54. A rolling pin [3 pts.]
55. A manual lawn mower (and not a physical plant employee!) [7 pts.]*
56. A bottle of Champagne on ice, it must have a real cork, (no plastic or screw top bottles will be accepted, have a little class, please!) [10 pts. + 5 pts. if donated to the judge]
57. A person dressed only in balloons and string [35 pts.]
58. A straight pin (heh heh heh) and strip tease music (BYOBox) [3 pts.]
59. A door taller than six feet [15 pts.]
60. A test tube, (must be empty!) [1 pt.]
61. A Hacky Sac [1 pt.]
62. A person dressed only in Spandex (bring the cameras!) [10 pts.]
63. A protractor (not an amateurtractor) [1 pt.]
64. A kaiser roll [1 pt.]
65. A matchbook printed entirely in a foreign language [5 pts.]
66. A unopened bottle or can of LoneStar beer (but beware of the armadillo) [5 pts.]
67. A Boston subway token (don’t take the cah!) [40 pts.]
68. Drivers’ licenses from as many different U.S. States and possessions-- [2 pts. each, complete set of 56 licenses earns 500 pts.]
69. A Petosky stone [25 pts.]
70. A mirrored disco ball ("Hustle" and find it)[15 pts.]
71. An inflated innertube over 4’ in diameter (you can use it in Botany Pond) [15 pts.]
72. A Paris Metro ticket (try incoming flights from Paris) [40 pts.]
73. A cup of taconite (Gary isn’t too far, follow your nose) [25 pts.]
74. A toll notice (ie the card with the posted rates on it) from I-90 [15 pts.]
75. A Graceland (with or without Elvis) or Dollywood snowbubble [1 pt.]
76. An Indiana Bell manhole cover (there are extras you know!) [25 pts.]
77. A key ring with more than 100 keys on it [3 pts.]
78. A single rock (not cement!) measuring more than a foot and a half in any direction [75 pts.]
79. A caged mouse [1 pt.]
80. A ship in a bottle [5 pts.]
82. A chain of formica samples [10 pts.]
83. A pocket watch [1 pt.]
84. A self-propelled trolley and a box of Rice-a-Roni [25 pts.]
85. A piece of Godzilla memorabilia [5 pts.]
86. A Sesame Street record [3 pts.]
87. A radial tire on the wheel [35 pts.]
88. A U of C Security jacket or a city of Chicago Policeman’s jacket [30 pts.]
89. A Bullwinkle doll (Natasha, dis time we get moose and squirrel for sure!) [3 pts.]
90. A BeeGee’s record, broken in half (Oh what a "Tragedy") [3 pts.]
91. Five different, colored copies of The Bulletin Board [7 pts.]

[Signature]

[Date]
92. A state flag or a Chicago flag [10 pts.]
93. A light fixture which utilizes more than four bulbs [10 pts.]
94. Someone willing to eat a raw egg for the judge (BYO egg)--
    shell is optional! The biotin is very good for you [15 pts.]
95. White Sox sunglasses (Useful in sunny St. Pete.) [15 pts.]
96. A Morry's tray [1 pt.]
97. A glass eye [10 pts.]
98. A picture of American Bandstand's Dick Clark [0 pts.]
99. Deely-Boppers or Martian antennas [1 pt.]
100. A spark plug [1 pt.]
101. Jim McMahon (of the infamous Chicago Bears) [100 pts.] [50 pt.
    bonus if you can get his ego through the door]
102. A piece of black carpet (solid black!) [10 pts.]
103. A belt buckle shaped like a state (Yeehaw!) [5 pts.]
104. An ingot of aluminum or copper [15 pts.]
105. A stick of bamboo longer than 3' [3 pts.]
106. What unusual thing did Jay Berwanger do with his Heisman
    trophy before he gave it to the University? [7 pts.]
107. Where is the oldest stand of bamboo in the U.S.? [15 pts.]
108. What is unique about the streets of Ceresco, MI? [10 pts.]
109. A 17th green golf flag (Fore!) [10 pts.]
110. A purple golf tee [1 pt.]
111. A gallon of swimming pool water [5 pts.]
112. A class ring with date prior 1950 [5 pts.]
113. A tumble weed [50 pts.]
114. A 10 oz. wasp Coke bottle [10 pts.]
115. A millipede (in a Zip-Lock Bag) [3 pts.]
116. A breadfruit [15 pts.]
117. A macadamia nut can filled with black sand [15 pts.]
118. A Park Hyatt bathrobe (with the tree logo) [25 pts.]
119. What is the oldest continuously producing oil well in the U.S.?
    When was it drilled? [3 pts.]
120. Where is the replica of the 1893 World's Fair Load of Logs
    'park'ed? [7 pts.]
121. A live firefly [20 pts.]
122. A brown paper bag full of sawdust [7 pts.]
123. Two acorns: one brown and one green [3 pts.]
124. A bracket fungus (in a zip lock bag, they smell!) [15 pts.]
125. A single rubber band measuring more than a foot in length
    (unstretched and whole!) [5 pts.]
126. An old Coke can (not Classic or New) [20 pts.]
127. A person who can eat a Harold's white half, with bread, fries
    and hot sauce -- NO drinking during the event -- must be
done in under 4 min. Bonus pts for under 3 1/2 min. and for 3 min. * teams must provide their own Harold. (15, 20, 25 pts. respectively.)

128. An air sickness bag (just in case!) [10 pts.]
129. A doorknob [1 pt.]
130. A person who can wiggle just their ears (without anything touching their heads, like hands!) and afterwards do a cartwheel [20 pts.]
131. A Xu [10 pts.]
132. An origami bird measuring a yard in wingspan [7 pts.]
133. An Easter egg, double pts if its a Ukrainian Easter egg [3 pts.]
134. A natural skull (in a ZLB) [5 pts.]
135. 10 tropical cocktail umbrellas [5 pts.]
136. A ticker tape [1 pt.]
137. A piece of tinsel a foot long or more [5 pts.]
138. A chocolate Santa Claus [5 pts.]
139. A vector [1 pt.]
140. A chunk of slag [10 pts.]
141. A box of girl scout cookies (preferably mint mmm) [5 pts.]
142. A copy of Harvard’s ’87 Annual Report (have to keep up with the Joneses ya know) [50 pts.]
143. A peacock tail feather [3 pts.]
144. Lisa Montgomery’s glove size [5 pts.]
145. Hanna Gray’s favorite part of the newspaper (It’s very apropos) [3 pts.]
146. How many mailboxes are there in the SSCD office in G.B.? [3 pts.]
147. How many trees are there on the central quad? (Beware of rabid squirrels...) [5 pts.]
148. A 1953 D penny [1 pt.]
149. A person who can place a whole orange in their mouth (skin too)-- triple points if the person can also chew and swallow it. (Orange will be provided and of the standard Dining Hall fruit) [25 pts.]
150. A bucket (I wonder why?) [1 pt.]
151. A live piglet (please on a leash or restrained in some manner) [50 pts.]
152. A railroad spike [1 pt.]
153. A non round coin [3 pts.]
154. A deck of cards which advertise an airline [5 pts.]
155. A safe measuring more than a foot in any direction* [50 pts.]
156. A pair of unquestionably non-green hospital greens [5 pts.]
157. 10 leaves from 10 different types of trees [3 pts.]
158. An exposed and developed x-ray film (Smile and say, "Fractured Pelvis!") [10 pts.]
159. A charcoal rubbing of the brass shield under Mitchell Tower
   (With a footprint for those of you willing to tempt fate) [7 pts.]
160. A goldfish over 4" long (you can use last years if it grew) [10 pts.]
161. An Ed Debevic's menu [7 pts.]
162. A flashing road horse (come on -- we know you already have them) [7 pts.]
163. What is the National "Cheer up the Lonely" Day? (Hallmark strikes again!) [5 pts.]
164. Location of the World's Largest CO₂ recovery plant? [7 pts.]
165. A newspaper from Cuba (not from the library) [15 pts.]
166. A bell larger than 1' in any direction [20 pts.]
167. A trilobite fossil (try asking a rock jock) [1 pt.]
168. In what movie was the word "nerdherder" first used? [1 pt.]
169. A report card with more than one Q, or with grades D-W-I (if you've got this one you must have been drunk all quarter) [10 pts.]
170. What color is 100 octane, low-lead aviation fuel? [7 pts.]
171. A pinwheel [1 pt.]
172. A crouton [100 pts.]
173. A Tesseract or Hypercube drawing [3 pts.]
174. A failed fuel emission test sheet (knowing some of the cars in Hyde Park that shouldn't be too hard) [10 pts.]
175. A phone book from Windsor [40 pts.]
176. A studded dog collar (with human model) [5 pts.]
177. On what street was Lexington Hall built? [7 pts.]
178. A mystery novel written by a U of C Professor's spouse (double points if signed by the author) [10 pts.]
179. A copy of Abby Hoffman's Steal This Book, (with a receipt? - no way! and miss your chance?) [5 pts.]
180. Date of the next partial Lunar Eclipse visible in North America [7 pts.]
181. Someone to chug a six-pack of Jolt Cola in under 10 min. (B.Y.O.J.) [30 pts.] (Where's the bucket now?)
182. A fortune cookie with a condom in it (For that tall, dark, sex-starved stranger you're about to meet) [3 pts.]
183. A condom with a fortune cookie in it (we are always willing to promote safe eating) [1 pt.]
184. A video catalogue from the Bijou theatre at 1349 N. Wells
   "They never close" [10 pts.]
185. The number of stars on the ceiling of the Music Box Theater and
   what direction does the wind blow [7 pts.]
186. What day follows Feb 28th, 2000 AD? [3 pts.]
187. An easel [5 pts.]
188. A "minor flying alone" tag from SouthWest Airlines [20 pts.]
189. The last White Sox player to get 5 hits on opening day? [5 pts.]
190. Someone who can list the Presidents of the U of C in order by
   memory [10 pts.]
191. As many unmarked, untorn airline baggage tags from
   different airline carriers as possible [3 pts. each]
192. A complete run of Kangelko tee shirts [10 pts.]
193. Current stationary from the Office of the Chicago Mayor [7 pts.]
194. An unmarked tombstone [25 pts.]
195. A Morry's free ice cream coupon [3 pts.]
196. The number of drinking fountains in Judd [3 pts.]
197. Freeze dried ice cream (ummy-nummy, the future of snack
   foods) [7 pts.]
198. An autographed book written by a U of C Professor [5 pts.]
199. What was the original site of the Linneaus statue, and why was
   it moved? [7 pts.]
200. The founders of Harper Court [7 pts.]
201. Who made the fountain behind the bar at The Casino Club? [10
   pts.]
202. A complete mannequin [20 pts.]
203. What is the estimated number of people who work in the Sears
   Tower? [7 pts.]
204. A Wendella boat tours schedule [3 pts.]
205. Who designed the Chicago theater? [3 pts.]
206. An A, B, C, or D U.S. stamp [7 pts.]
207. A tabloid which mentions the University of Chicago (enquiring
   minds want to know) [25 pts.]
208. The Index no. of American Gothic [7 pts.]
209. A priest's collar (After this weekend, you may need the priest.)
   [10 pts.]
210. What did the U of C Class of 1911 donate to the University? [3
211. A takeout menu from the Falcon Inn [1 pt.]
212. The number of blowfish lights in the House of Tiki [5 pts.]
213. A Burger King crown (must be modeled) [8 pts.]
214. A ticket stub from the Museum of Science and Industry's Shuttle Simulator (fasten your seat belts. WARNING: not recommended for those with heart conditions) [5 pts.]
215. A pair of 3-D glasses [3 pts.]
216. A hot air balloon* (it must rise--NO HELIUM) [7 pts.]
217. A bib with a lobster on it [5 pts.]
218. An onion with shoots growing out of it [3 pts.]
219. An uneaten airline meal, must be complete and not just a snack (cf. Airsick bag above.) [35 pts.]
220. A Labbie's school ID [10 pts.]
222. A Silly-Putty (or similar substance) blob bearing the image of Hanna Gray; minimum distortions and must be recognizable please [7 pts.]
223. The number of raised dots on the Braille in scription accompanying the Picasso mini-sculpture in the Daley Plaza [10 pts.]
224. A picture of 15 people (or more) on the big Picasso statue (the people do not necessarily have to be from your team) [7 pts.]
225. An evergreen wreath (artificial ones are tacky and will receive no credit) [5 pts.]
226. A phone bill with a 900-number toll posted [1 pt.]
227. A graduation tassle [1 pt.]
228. Last year's scavenger hunt list (Ha Ha you should have guessed) [5 pts.]
229. A butterfly net with a live butterfly in it [10 pts.]
230. A eunuch human (how badly do you ultra competitive people want to win?-- however the Committee does not encourage self-mutilation) [500 pts.]
231. A person with one eyebrow shaved off (très chic! Oooh La La) [15 pts.]
232. A postcard of Yerkes Observatory [40 pts.]
233. A live spider at least 1 cm in body diameter (like Boris) [10 pts.]
234. A Co-op worker's smock [5 pts.]
235. A fishing pole with an organic fish hooked at the end, the fish is still respiring [25 pts.]
236. A wad of chewed bubble gum 5 inches in diameter. This item was opposed to violently by the American Dental Association. (definitely in a zip lock bag) [10 pts.]
237. As many different brand name napkins (ie trade-marked) as possible, for example with Wendy's logo -- [3 pts each]

238. A U of C Hospital visitor's pass to room 304 [3 pts.]

239. Some myrophillum (my gold fish likes it) [5 pts.]

240. A packet of Armit Issue hot chocolate Type 1 [5 pts.]

241. A piece of barbed wire [7 pts.]

242. The address of the plaque commemorating the establishment of standardized time zones in the U.S. and when was the "day of two noons"? [5 pts.]

243. Radius of the globe in the Adler Planetarium lobby [7 pts.]

244. A spent "Magic Mushroom" brand room deodorizer, no scented material left. Get the hairdryer and make your room smell like "Forest Evergreen." [5 pts.]

245. A Pope lawn sprinkler (yeah - the one where the water comes out of his hands while he spins around. "Let us spray") [50 pts.]

246. A fired slug [3 pts.]

247. What does the C-shop wall have for the construction date of Yerkes, what is it really? (if you want a good tour of the observatory -- ask for David Fischer) [10 pts.]

248. A class of '87 mug [10 pts.]

249. A newspaper in Greek (not from the library system) [7 pts.]

250. A Rosicrucian pamphlet [3 pts.]

251. A picture of the security monitor viewing the screen, which shows either of the doors to the Crenar Tunnel? [7 pts.]

252. Who donated the world's largest topaz to the Field Museum? [7 pts.]

253. Where can you find Uintacrinus hanging on a wall? [5 pts.]

254. Ryan, Kennedy and Eisenhower all have memorial expressways, what does Stephanie Shambaugh Kramer have? [5 pts.]

255. Which building on the campus contain the signs of the zodiac on it? [10 pts.]

256. Where is the Ronald J. Chinnock Mem. classroom? [2 pts.]

257. Where would Mr. and Mrs. Paul Fromm watch the play A Playboy of the West Indies? [7 pts.]

258. What is the call number of Rope in the U of C film library? On whom is the plot supposedly based and which dorm did he/she/they live? [5 pts.]

259. What is the white structure in the Soc Sci quad? [5 pts.]

260. Where can the sequence VIIIIXXII24I11111VVIVII be found in wrought iron? [10 pts.]

261. Who signed the visitors log at the registered National Landmark commemorating the first weighing of a synthetic
element on the 44th anniversary of said event? [5 pts.]

262. What island in Lake Michigan was a "kingdom" and what was the official religion [10 pts.]

263. Something that has the YES-MICHIGAN slogan printed on it [2 pts.]

264. Go to Hell and back (No, not Detroit, but you’re close!), and be sure to bring back a souvenir. [50 pts.]

265. Proof of visitation to a Presidential Library or Museum [30 pts.]

266. A pair of wooden shoes [15 pts.]

267. A postcard of a nuclear reactor [20 pts.]

268. A person who can sing the Speed Racer theme song [5 pts.]

269. An itsy-bitsy, teeny-weeny, yellow polka-dot bikini, must be modeled (Ahh...spring!) [15 pts.]

270. What do Steam’s only hit and Comisky Park have in common? [5 pts.]

271. Hanna Gray’s license plate number [5 pts.]

272. A golf ball sawed in half (this will take a particularly bad shot) [10 pts.]

273. A gi [3 pts.]

274. A caster [1 pt.]

275. A copy of “The Bored” [1 pt.]

276. A trowel [3 pts.]

277. The last 12 validation cards—including this quarter’s [15 pts.]

278. A Tahquamenon Falls flyer (if you haven’t guessed by now it’s in MI) [25 pts.]

279. A check with a printed number higher than a 1000 from the University National Bank [25 pts.]

280. A picture of the “Touchdown Jesus” [7 pts.]

281. A toupee [15 pts.]

282. A balloon which has an animal printed on it (“walk with the animals... talk to the animals...”) [10 pts.]

283. A cattail [7 pts.]